Artsmobile III: Features Graphic Art Display: Original Whistler Prints Are Main Attraction

(Editor's Note: The following article appeared in the Daily News-Record, November 15.)

James Abbott McNeill Whistler, the painter, is known to millions of people throughout the world, especially for his "Arrangement in Black and Grey No. 1," popularly called "Whistler's Mother." Whistler, the printmaker, is not so well known perhaps, but his place in the field of graphic arts is equally important as that in the painter’s realm.

This second Whistler is displayed in "The Prints of James McNeill Whistler," a traveling exhibition aboard the Virginia Museum’s Artsmobile III.

The exhibition will be shown in Harrisonburg at the Duke Fine Arts Building of Madison College November 22-26.

It will be open to the public 1-5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday, 9 a.m. to noon and 1:30 and 7-9 p.m. on Monday and Tuesday, and again from 9 a.m. to noon on Wednesday, according to Mrs. James B. Hoover, president of the Rockingham Chapter of the Virginia Museum.

The exhibition is made up of 50 original prints on a variety of subject matter, done in the intaglio method. The prints have been given by Lessing J. Rosenwald to the collection of the National Gallery of Art in Washington, but are currently housed at the Averittkope Gallery adjoining Mr. Rosenwald’s home in Jenkintown, Pa.

Complaining printmaker tradition, Whistler joined the ranks of such distinguished artists as Rembrandt, Durer, and Goya. His early works, in fact, have been compared to the etchings of Rembrandt--in their strong sense of line, their understanding of light.

Whistler found the subject matter for many of his prints on his several trips through continental Europe.

Particularly of note among them is "The House that Jack Built," also called "Twelve Etchings from Nature," and the first and second "Venice Sets," all of which are represented in the exhibition.

Several prints offer Whistler was a native American, he lived almost all of his adult life in Europe, alternating between Paris and London.

However, his work was influenced from all directions--by Parisian artists, the Spaniard Velasquez and Japanese woodcuts that began arriving in Europe around the middle of the 19th century.

All of these Whistlers synthesized, adding a dash of his own cosmopolitan sophistication and decorative good taste, to create an art that was unique in its time and an important influence on generations to come.

Radio Station Seeks Assistance
In Setting Up Special Program

WMRA-FM is on the air and to help meet the needs of the campus, the station is requesting the aid of all department heads, faculty members, and student leaders. They have set aside the monthly meeting periods to announce special meetings, special affairs, general meetings or for any announcements the students may desire.

The program, entitled "Bulletin Board," is heard every evening at 9:25 p.m. over WMRA. To make this round-up period a success, the station needs to know of planned meetings.

Send a schedule of all events for this year as soon as possible to Office Manager Gay Lee Ingram, via Box 38, to enhance the importance and success of the program. For additional events or meetings that need to be announced, notices of these events should be kept in the station's files at least one week in advance to assure proper attention.

WMRA also invites all to listen daily from 4-12 midnight, at 91.1 FM.

Production Runs
Thru Saturday

The Stratford production, "The Odd Couple 2," continues Saturday in the Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre. Curtain is 8 p.m. with ticket sales available at the box office in Duke during the nights of the performance.

These seats not claimed by 7:30 p.m. on the night of the performance will be resold.
EDITORIAL COMMENTS

Search Raises Question

Authority is defined by Webster as "the power or right to give commands, enforce obedience, take action, or make final decisions." The question has arisen lately to whether or not certain campus personnel have this "authority" regarding room searches. It should be ventured out that if they do, few if any, their actions are bordering on students' legal rights.

The details of a recent room search are superfluous at this point, but a simple analysis does seem appropriate. First, the initial entry was performed with prior consent. This was not, however, one was physically injured or maliciously interrogated as some have rumored. The action was a simple one, performed safely, and it should not be doubted.

But where does this bring us now? Well, it brings us to the business of whether or not the confiscated materials are to be returned. If they are returned, few questions should be raised. But if they are not returned, students should begin to question the right or "authority" of certain campus personnel to enter rooms, especially if they are not accompanied and are met with little or no explanation as to the whereabouts of these materials.

The topic is TO END THE WAR

debby darr

The situation on the battlefields overseas is again tense today as each side still refuses to discuss the possibilities of a lasting peace. From a hazardous position in no man's landing, this reporter shall daringly propose a member from each force. Despite the apparent uselessness of the fighting these interviews will provide a vital clue to the explosive violence between the professors and students of this college.

"Readers, here with me is the noted Professor Testem, commander of the professors' army. Sir, could you explain the main reasons that you felt compelled to defend yourself from the students? Simply as a suggestion, why don't you remove your helmet and your reinforced bullet shield? We can hear you so much more clearly when your voice isn't completely muffled. I'll be glad to hold them for you." These students refuse to listen to our opinions, I've always maintained that age mental and logical is our intelligence, but not one student pays any attention to the many geniuses on this faculty. If this isn't true, then our knowledge, I must warn you, would send these headstrong rebels into blind obedience.

"Yes, I see your point. Thank you, my dear, for your precious time. Oh, here is your helmet and your reinforced bullet shield. Now I am here, student Flunkit with me. As head of the Students for Diplomatic Service, how do you feel about this violence? If you don't mind, could you take that bayonet off your rifle? I may lose an eye if you don't stop poking your gun in my face. Thank you for your consideration."

"I just want to say that we're completely right because we know where it's at. Youth stimulates increases in intelligence... that's why every Madison student is a hidden genius. If they won't respect our ideas, we must preserve them as old fogies into blind submission."

***

To the intelligent, worldly-wise reader, this imaginary incident would appear quite ludicrous. However, in a much more serious light, there are actually two divergent fronts at Madison. The professors and the campus authorities must learn how to communicate honestly with each other. A musty formality suffocates more progressive attempts toward valid human contact. If the professor maintains a rigid exterior, then the students do not become real beings. The professor main-

Miscellaneous

The Peace-and-Hardmony Award

This week goes to the student who so efficiently planted all those bombs in New York City to protest their dislike of big-business.

The Big-Bully Award

The Big-Bully Award goes again to Israeli who, despite the peaceful actions of her Arab neighbors, continues her "unprovoked" attacks on Arab soil.

And if you are keeping score, the recent plans in the plane hijacking contest is: Cuba, 29---Italy, 1. The day I stop flying is when some bush pilot has a plane to Poland.

Group Displays Limited Scope

I am writing this letter concerning an organization that is attempting to form on campus that seems to have no apparent or constructive purpose. Earlier this year, while this group was in its embryonic stages, they were allowed one meeting to organize and write a constitution. This meeting was held, a constitution was written, and Madison students were supposedly in favor until they had been approved by the appropriate campus authorities. This was last year.

The organization in question keeps having meetings and staging aerial demonstrations in campus actions. I cannot believe that the administration is giving them the run around. The meetings to occur in direct violation of campus law. This is a mockery of the code and operating within the guidelines set forth by the college, and will not seem fair.

Within itself, this group has formed subcommittees designed to investigate, probe and alter, if they feel it necessary, any and all college functions.

Letters to the Editor

What purposes does this group have in mind? Are they constructive or do they desire change just for the sake of change?

I am afraid that the radical students within this group will hinder the overall operations of the college, causing a state of increased apathy between students and administrators.

If this group is allowed to continue its operations, I fear within the immediate future its existence will become the sole local chapter of S.D.S.

I urge all concerned to examine this club closely so that it will be done now, before it is too late.

Sign me:

Concerned and Cautious

Americans Should

After emitting a glutinous burp and discarding unnoticed the Daily News' article on Biafra, Captain Johnny America careed that he has nothing, that is nothing to be thankful...

"Men, those Puritans certainly had a ball. Sitting (Continued on Page 3)
Survey Discloses Students' Opinions
About American Educational System

(Editor's Note: The following article is the first of a three-part series releasing the broad results of a survey conducted for Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) by Roper Research Associates on the three-part series releasing the broad results of a survey conducted for Standard Oil Company (New Jersey). The survey covered all types of colleges and universities, large and small, public, private and religious. The study focused on male seniors, freshmen and alumni of the Class of 1964. The three groups—freshmen, seniors and alumni—showed a similarity of views. The study was to appraise the system of higher education as a whole. Seventy-five per cent of all students called it basically sound. There was widespread agreement that it needs some improvement, but only 15 per cent called for major improvements. Nearly 75 per cent thought drastic changes are needed. Freshmen were even less critical than seniors. Not surprisingly, the outspoken criticism came from those who are very active in politics in the movement. Within this group—itself a small minority of all students—35 per cent desire many improvements or radical changes. Within this group—itsa small minority of all students—35 per cent desire many improvements or radical changes. Within this group—a small minority of all students—35 per cent desire many improvements or radical changes. Within this group—a small minority of all students—35 per cent desire many improvements or radical changes. The chief requirements, according to the students, are not shared by the great majority of undergraduates. Most students approve of the present system, according to a nationwide study of student attitudes toward the educational system, business system, and drug usage on U.S. campuses.

Demands by fist-shaking, militant students for major changes in the American system of higher education are not shared by the great majority of undergraduates. Most students approve of the present system, according to a nationwide study of student attitudes toward the educational system, business system, and drug usage on U.S. campuses.

The three groups—freshmen, seniors and alumni—showed a similarity of views. The study was to appraise the system of higher education as a whole. Seventy-five per cent of all students called it basically sound. There was widespread agreement that it needs some improvement, but only 15 per cent called for major improvements. Nearly 75 per cent thought drastic changes are needed. Freshmen were even less critical than seniors. Not surprisingly, the outspoken criticism came from those who are very active in politics in the movement. Within this group—itself a small minority of all students—35 per cent desire many improvements or radical changes. Within this group—a small minority of all students—35 per cent desire many improvements or radical changes. Within this group—a small minority of all students—35 per cent desire many improvements or radical changes. Within this group—a small minority of all students—35 per cent desire many improvements or radical changes. The chief requirements, according to the students, are not shared by the great majority of undergraduates. Most students approve of the present system, according to a nationwide study of student attitudes toward the educational system, business system, and drug usage on U.S. campuses.

A Special Welcome To All College Students
1439 S. Main St. (Next to 7-11) 433-1580

Thanksgiving 1969
(Continued from Page 2)

around with those savages, they ate turkeys, hams, roast

veneration, and yams.

Apple Core Lies Restful On The

Curses His Fate, His Discarded

While having talking filling those empty front seats

When the Thought Occurred to Me

More Letters to the Editor

Club Holds Rally
In Town Sunday.

The Shenandoah Sports Car Club invites all Madison stu-
dents to participate in the third edition of the Pilgrim's Progress Rally Sunday, Nov-
ember 23 at 1 p.m. at Harrisonburg High School parking lot. It will be a long road rally so be sure if you plan to participate, you bring a first aid kit. Details of the rally will be awarded to all entries. For further information and details, contact Mr. Todd Zeiss, professor of English, in Wilson 33.

Last year, the Club sponsored an Autocross School with classes for all makes of cars. All proceeds from the school were donated to the Rockingham Memorial Hos-

tival.

Learning to Win
By Dr. Edward Lipton
Director of Men's Intramurals

Intramural Head Speaks Out

I feel I must reply to a letter appearing in your Nov. 12 issue referring to the capabilities of a particular official, not to defend "that" official nor to speak out against the writer. What must be done is to clear the situation with all those who may have read the letter and who are concerned about the prevailing attitudes in intramurals. Although only 5 per cent of seniors have been very active in student movements and another 25 per cent have been moderately active, a majority do think that student (Continued on Page 4)
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Students Discuss S.D.S.

(Continued from Page 3)

activity on the whole has had a salutary effect both on colleges and on the national political scene. But an even larger number think such activity has "gotten out of hand" in some instances.

Mixed opinions were expressed about Students for a Democratic Society, the radical organization that has played a prominent role in campus disorders. A majority of freshmen and seniors said they agreed with some of the S.D.S. goals. But an even larger majority also disagreed with the methods used to attain these goals.

Only 4 per cent gave unqualified support to the S.D.S. These responses suggest that campus activity will strike a responsive chord among students as long as it is considered a constructive force, but it will produce a reaction when it becomes extreme.

Today's seniors have good ideas, but they want to go on finishing school or military service. A little more than a third say they have a career in education. Married college administrators may not be overly pleased to learn that careers in education especially appeal to students who are most critical of American society and who have been most active in political movements.

And large, those who prefer a career in education are intellectuals and individualists. They want, above all, mentally stimulating work.

Next in order of importance to the future educators is a job where they will not be "cog in a machine" and an opportunity to be creative. Half of those bent on educational careers are concerned about job security, indeed, that applies to all seniors regardless of their choice of career.

The Roper study, which sampled 1,000 seniors, 500 freshmen and 673 alumni from a random selection of 96 colleges and universities in all parts of the country, was initiated in the spring of 1968 when campus unrest was attracting increasing attention. A great deal was being written and said about students' attitudes, beliefs and grievances, but little was really known.
Taylor Named Soccer Team’s MVP to Mark Second Year Goalie Chosen

Mike Taylor, the only senior on the squad, was unanimously named the most valuable player on the Duke's soccer team for the 1969 season.

A first year man, Taylor was the goalie for Coach John Rader's forces which managed only a victory and a tie in nine contests. He posted two shutouts while playing 31 of a possible 36 quarters and was credited with 151 saves in the Taylor Named Soccer Team's MVP outs while playing 31 of a possible 36 quarters and was named the most valuable player for the 1969 season.

The honor went to Jim Flemson goalie was cited as the only a victory and a tie in nine contests. He posted two shutouts while playing 31 of a possible 36 quarters and was credited with 151 saves in the. It was the second time in as many years that the Madison goal was cited as the team's most valuable player. The honor went to Jim Flemming last season.

Intramurals

The playoffs in the men's intramural flag football league were held Friday (November 15) and Monday (November 18).

In the fraternity division, PKB tackled SPE for the title while the Stubs, Day Stuents, Shorts 3rd Floor, and Shorts 4th Floor met for the top berth in Division II. The final championship game is tentatively scheduled for Friday, November 21, with the finals and eventual winner to be announced after Thanksgiving.

Co-recreational volleyball begins December 1 at 7 p.m. Those interested in participating should contact Miss Oliver or place your name in Box 566. The gym has also been made available for women interested in playing separate from the men, on Monday nights from 8:15 to 9:30 p.m. and on Thursday from 7 to 8:15 p.m. A special league has been set up for all women P.E. majors on Wednesday from 7 to 8:30 p.m.

This year, men's archery was conducted during the fall semester and it will probably be offered again at this time in future years.

Seven students and one faculty member competed for the men's archery qualifying round. The four highest scorers then qualified for a final shoot-off November 6. The results were as follows: 1st place — Bob Ryder (score — 460) 2nd place — Jim Kaiser (score — 422) 3rd place — Rip Marston (score — 404) 4th place — no award

Carle's PASTRY, INC.
Complete Hair Care
Styles by Mr. Henry
Hoosier Bldg. Mezzanine floor
Phone 434-7375

Coliffures Lorren

COMPLETE HAIR CARE
Styles by Mr. Henry
Hoosier Bldg. Mezzanine floor
Phone 434-7375

UNUSUAL MERCHANTISE
It's Harrisonburg's Most Unusual Store
GLEN'S FAIR PRICE
GLEN'S GIFT STORE
187 N. Main St.
Complete Camera Dept.
Gifts of Distinction
Home Owned Stores With FRIENDLY PEOPLE TO SERVE YOU AND SOLVE YOUR NEEDS

Efficient IMMEDIATELY - Keezell Gym will be made available, upon request, to any recognized organization for approved intramural activities on Saturdays and Sundays. See Dr. Lipton in K-4 for details.

J. W. Taliaferro Sons
JEWELERS
Featuring a Complete Line of Silver
Expert Watch and Jewelry Repairing
54 S. Main, H'burg

WHITESELL MUSIC CENTER
10% Discount
8-Track Cartridge $5.77
Top 100 Stere L.P. $3.36
Albums
When accompanied by this coupon.
Offer effective Nov. 26th to Nov. 27th.
Competition is pretty keen varsity games and has not workout against the Eagles. However, that this is mere con-

ver, Gary Butler, Jim Sparl-

Kohler, and George Sinclair. We hasten to add, these 10 boys were the play-

hey, Harvey Almarode, Mike

Steve Misenheimer, Bob Too-

extra ball or two. Though shy

Keezell gym under the guid-

ance of Coach Barbara Quinn.

Mike Taylor is to be con-

gratulated for being chosen.

testing to duplicate their fantastic Tangerine Bowl per-

ABSORBS CARBON DIOXIDE

COACH DAVE SMITH: 

TALKS TO THE SQUAD

We are all living in a world of change. The

changes that have taken place in the world of

athletics are not limited to the athletes them-

selves. The changes that have taken place in

the way that we view athletics have also had

an impact on the way that we play athletics.

One of the biggest changes that have taken

place in the world of athletics is the

increased emphasis on fitness and

conditioning. This has led to a

greater focus on the physical fitness

of athletes, with an emphasis on

developing techniques to improve

athletic performance. The

increased emphasis on fitness

and conditioning has also

led to a greater focus on

nutrition and the

development of

recipes that

are healthy

and

nutritious.

Another change that has taken

place in the world of athletics

is the increased emphasis on

mental toughness and

resilience. This has led to a

greater focus on developing

techniques to help athletes

cope with the pressures of

competition and to help them

maintain their focus and

motivation.

The increased emphasis on

fitness and conditioning,

nutrition, and mental

toughness and resilience

has led to a greater focus on

improving the overall health and

well-being of athletes. This has

led to a greater focus on

developing techniques to help

athletes achieve their

goals, both on and off the

field.

In addition to these changes,

there have also been changes

in the way that we view

athletics. The increased

emphasis on fitness and

conditioning has led to a

greater focus on the

well-being of athletes, with

an emphasis on developing
techniques to help them

achieve their goals.

The increased emphasis on

mental toughness and

resilience has led to a

greater focus on
developing techniques
to help athletes cope with

the pressures of

competition and to help

them maintain their

focus and motivation.

These changes have had a

significant impact on

the way that we view

athletics, with an

emphasis on improving

the overall health and

well-being of athletes.

If you are interested in

learning more about

these changes,

please feel free to

contact me.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

[Your Position]

[Your Organization]